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Abstract
For the characterization of acoustic sources, a common approach is to retro-
propagate the sound pressure measured with a microphone array, which is
often performed through the resolution of an inverse problem. The ill-posed
nature of this problem, as well as the limited number of measurements, are
known to reduce the quality of the source reconstruction. A practical so-
lution to these limitations is to increase the number of measurements with
new array placements. However, finding the best array positions is not a
straightforward process. The present paper tackles this issue by introducing
a sequential approach that select at each iteration the optimal array place-
ment. The proposed approach builds on two features rooted in a Bayesian
framework: an inverse method called “Bayesian focusing” and a Bayesian
search criterion based on the Kullback-Leibler divergence. Simulations re-
sults for the characterization of a directive source are used to illustrate the
performance of the proposed approach. It is shown that for a fixed number
of iterations, the proposed approach performs better than ones where the
successive placements are randomly selected around the source, or others
where the placements follow a deterministic spherical grid pattern.
1. Introduction
One of the objects of acoustic imaging is to characterize an unknown
source field through the retro-propagation of acoustic pressures measured
with an array of microphones. This is often performed through solving an
inverse problem, with the aim of identifying either the source location, its
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strength or both. However, it is well-known that the quality of the recon-
structed source field is impaired by several factors, among which the ill-posed
nature of the inverse problem and the limited number of available micro-
phones. This limits the amount of information that can be recovered by
measurements, which can be critical in industrial settings where the sharp-
ness of the mesh modeling the surface of interest is high, the radiation angle
covered by the array is small and the number of microphones it contains is
restricted by a budget.
To increase the amount of information required for reaching an accurate
acoustic imaging, a practical solution is to use either multiple microphone
arrays or a single one to sequentially acquire new set of measurements. In the
latter case, the array is moved at each iteration and additional fixed reference
microphones are used to synchronize the measurements. Such an approach
allows restoring the well-posedness of the inverse problem, if the microphone
array placements are suitable. In practice, the array positions are usually
chosen based on engineering expertise which may not be optimal. The aim
of the present work is to find the best (in a sens to be defined) placements of
the array such that the resulting measurements will be the most informative
about the source target.
Previous work addressing this issue have already been carried out in
several papers. In structural dynamics for instance, information theoretic
approaches have been applied to find an optimal selection of sensors place-
ment in a structure of interest. The approaches stand out from one each
other according to the optimal criterion used to select the best placements.
Notable ones are: norms of the Fisher information matrix [1] - [2], expected
Bayesian loss function [3], information entropy index [4] - [5] . The issue at
hand has also been tackled in other acoustic fields: modal identification [6]
and design of spherical microphone arrays [7] - [8].
The present paper introduces an automatic and efficient approach to
sequentially select optimal positions of microphone arrays. The proposed
approach is rooted in a Bayesian framework and builds on two features:
an inverse method called “Bayesian focusing”[9] to update the source model
(that is to estimate the source field based on new measurements), and an
information theory criterion based on the Kullback-Leibler divergence [10]
to find the next optimal position. The search criterion in question is one
of many introduced in Bayesian Experimental Design (BED) [11]. Several
applications of BED have been conducted outside of acoustics, notably in
chemical kinetics [12], in pharmacokinetic [13] or in visual perception [14].
Hence, the approach introduced in the present paper can be viewed as an
application of BED (more specifically sequential BED) in acoustics, which
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up to our knowledge has not yet been proposed. It should also reveal itself
particularly useful for industrial applications as it offers a trade-off between
the cost of an experiment and the information gained from additional micro-
phone arrays about the source target, that is to make cost-effective decisions
regarding optimal experimentation.
The outline of this paper is the following. The two features of the pro-
posed sequential approach are introduced in Section 2. Section 3 provides
an in-depth presentation of the sequential approach together the proposed
algorithm. Section 4 illustrates the proposed approach with a real scope
numerical application.
2. Backgrounds
Throughout this paper, a vector is denoted by a lower case bold letter
(e.g. v) and a matrix is denoted by a capital bold letter (e.g. M).
2.1. Bayesian focusing
Bayesian focusing is one of the numerous imaging method that can be
used to solve the problem of reconstructing an acoustic source. In the fre-
quency domain (dependence on frequency f is omitted for notational simplic-
ity), this problem can be formulated as a linear relationship linking the set of
measurements p̃ captured by a microphone array to the source field q to be
reconstructed. The microphones positions are denoted by ri, i = 1, . . . ,M
and the surface Γ on which the source field is to be reconstructed is dis-
cretized into a set of points r. Then, the linear relationship is completely
determined by:
p̃(ri) =
∑
r∈Γ
G(ri|r)q(r) + ni , i = 1, . . . ,M , (1)
where G(ri|r) denotes the Green function between the surface Γ, at point
r, and the microphone position ri, and n = (n1, . . . , nM ) is the vector
of measurement noises. Equation (1) can be rewritten in matrix form to
consider all measurements at once:
p̃ = Gq + n . (2)
The challenge at hand is to recover the source field q from (2). This task
corresponds to an inverse problem, since one needs to provide an inversion of
the operatorG. Such a problem is typically ill-posed as existence, uniqueness
and stability of the solution are not guaranteed.
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Bayesian focusing is an inverse method that has proved to be efficient on
a wide range of applications. It belongs to the class of “matrix inversion”
methods and is noteworthy for bringing an unifying framework, rooted in
a Bayesian formalism, for acoustics inverse methods. The main results of
Bayesian focusing [9] are outlined below.
Equation (2) is handled by viewing q and p̃ as vectors of complex random
variables and assigning to them probability density functions (PDF). To this
end, p is substituted for p̃ to differentiate between the random variables and
their realizations. Additionally, the notation [.] is introduced to denote the
PDF of a random variable. The PDFs of interest are: the likelihood [p|q]
expressing the probability distribution of the measurements given q, and
the prior [q] that summarizes any available information about the source
field. The solution of the inverse problem is characterized by the posterior
probability distribution [q|p]. It is expressed by Bayes rule:
[q|p] = [p|q] [q]
[p]
, (3)
where [p] is the evidence. The likelihood and the prior probability distri-
butions are selected as in [9]. First, the noise n is assumed to follow a
circularly-symmetric1 complex normal distribution [15]:
[n] = CN (0, β2In) , (4)
where β2 characterizes the unknown expected noise energy, In is the identity
matrix and the symbol CN stands for complex normal (in the frequency do-
main, all quantities are assumed complex-valued). As a result, the likelihood
follows a circular complex normal distribution:
[p|q] = CN (Gq, β2In) . (5)
The prior is also assumed to follow a circularly-symmetric complex normal
distribution:
[q] = CN (0, α2Iq) , (6)
where α2 characterizes the unknown source energy. As a consequence of
these assumptions, the evidence can be explicitly calculated. It follows a
circularly-symmetric complex normal distribution as well:
[p] = CN (0, α2GGH + β2In) , (7)
1circular(-ly): the real and imaginary parts are independent real normal random vari-
ables with the same variance, symmetric: zero mean.
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where the superscript H stands for the conjugate transpose operator. Finally,
the posterior is derived from Eqs. (3)-(7) and reads:
[q|p] = CN (µq,Σq) ,
with:
µq = α
2GH(GGH + η2In)
−1p , Σq = (α
−2Iq + β
−2GHG)−1 . (8)
µq is called the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator which fits the mea-
surements p with the highest probability. The MAP identifies as the solution
of a generalized Thikonov regularization [16] where η2 = β2/α2 plays the role
of the regularization parameter. Note that since α2 and β2 are unknown vari-
ables, the parameter η2 has to be calibrated. An estimation procedure of η2,
rooted in the posterior distribution, is introduced in [17].
2.2. Bayesian experimental design
This section reviews the probability framework called Bayesian experi-
mental design and from which the search criterion of the proposed sequential
approach is derived. As BED is also based on Bayesian inference, the nota-
tions p and q introduced in Section 2.1 are kept.
From here on, the position and orientation of the microphone array are
modeled by a vector d expressed in the main coordinate system (O,x,y, z)
shown in Fig. 1. This vector contains the coordinates and orientation angles
of the microphone array, that are modeled by nd real random variables.
For a given experiment performed at conditions d, one obtains a vector
of measurements p̃, that is a set of realizations of p. Then, Bayes rule is
used to inform about the state of the source field q:
[q|p,d] = [p|q,d] [q|d]
[p|d] . (9)
In the context studied here, it is assumed that prior knowledge about the
source field q are independent of the experimental conditions d. This leads
to the simplification [q|d] = [q]. In the following, Θ will denote the support
of the prior distribution [q] and P the support of the evidence [p|d].
2.2.1. Expected utility
The aim of BED is to maximize the information brought by a set of
measurements about the state of the model q. In the present context, this
can be rephrased as finding an optimal position of the microphone array at
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Figure 1: Schematic of the proposed sequential method: the microphone array is placed
at an initial position d0 (solid line setup on top right). Among several options for the
next position d1 (dotted and dashed setups on left side), the algorithm selects the one
that brings the most information for the Bayesian focusing.
which measurements will be performed to further improve the reconstruction
of the source field.
Following the decision theory introduced by Lindley [18], the choice of
the optimal position, hereafter noted by d?, is defined as the one maximizing
a quantity called “expected utility”,
d? = argmax
d ∈ Rnd
Ep|d [u(d,p, q)] = argmax
d ∈ Rnd
U(d) , (10)
U(d) =
∫
P
∫
Θ
u(d,p, q) [p, q|d] dqdp , (11)
where U(d) is the expected utility associated to a utility function u(d,p, q).
The choice of the utility function should reflect the objective sought by the
experimenter as it will be used to gauge the usefulness of obtaining a new
outcome p, at conditions d, given a model state q. Since p and q are
unknown before the experiment is carried out, the expectation of u is taken
over both spaces P and Θ.
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2.2.2. Kullback-Leibler divergence
As suggested in [19], a classical choice for the utility function is the
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence of the prior from the posterior distribution:
u(d,p, q) = DKL([q|p,d] ‖ [q]) =
∫
Θ
[q|p,d] ln
(
[q|p,d]
[q]
)
dq . (12)
The KL divergence is non-symmetric, non-negative and measures the differ-
ence in information between two distributions.
Investigating the KL divergence between posterior and prior PDFs will
indicate whether acquiring new measurements at the position d is meaningful
or not. If the KL divergence is close to zero, then the posterior and prior are
nearly identical, that is the position d will not bring useful measurements.
On the other hand, if the KL divergence is large, then the position d is
relevant for the reconstruction of the source field.
Equation (12) shows that the KL divergence is not a function of q, which
leads to the simplification u(d,p, q) = u(d,p). Then, inserting Eq. (12) into
(11) yields:
U(d) =
∫
P
u(d,p) [p|d] dp = Ep|d [DKL([q|p,d] ‖ [q])] . (13)
Equation (13) holds the following interpretation: a large value of the ex-
pected value U(d) implies that, on the average, the measurements p obtained
at the position d are more likely to be informative about the source field q.
Hence, the optimal position d? is the one that will maximize the information
gain on average:
d? = argmax
d ∈ Rnd
Ep|d [DKL([q|p,d] ‖ [q])] . (14)
For normal linear regression models, which is the case here, the expected
utility (14) is known as the Bayesian D-optimality criterion [11] and admits
a closed form expression.
3. Sequential approach for the positioning of microphone arrays
This section introduces a sequential approach to acquire several measure-
ments iteratively. This approach improves the reconstruction of the source
field by finding at each step the best microphone array position.
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Figure 2: Scheme of the sequential approach for the positioning of microphone arrays.
3.1. Sequential formulation
Consider sets of measurements acquired over K consecutive experiments
(p̃0, . . . , p̃K), where each set has been captured by an array of Mk micro-
phones,
p̃k = (p̃k(r0), . . . , p̃k(rMk)) , k = 1, . . . ,K .
In this manner, the result of all previous experiments are used to plan
the next one. Note that, for the sake of generality, the number of micro-
phones used, Mk, may vary from one iteration to another. The whole set of
measurements obtained at the end of the first k experiments is denoted by
p:k = (p0, . . . ,pk).
Figure 2 illustrates the steps involved in one iteration of the proposed
approach. Starting from an initial experiment d0, the set of measurements
p̃0 is used to perform inference on the source model parameters q. This is
the step called “model updating” in Fig. 2.
The resulting posterior distribution [q|p0] is then inputted in the “design
optimization” step to search for the optimal position of the next microphone
array, noted d1. Once this position has been found, the experiment is con-
ducted to obtain a new set of measurements p̃1. The whole process is then
repeated with all the measurements at hand p̃:1 = (p̃0, p̃1). The two steps
“model updating” and “design optimization” are detailed hereafter.
The step “model updating” simply consists in applying the Bayesian fo-
cusing procedure of Section 2.1 to update the state of the source model, or
in others words to reconstruct the source field with all the measurements at
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hand. At iteration k, the Bayesian model is updated based on the set of
measurements p̃:k = (p̃0, p̃1, . . . , p̃k−1, p̃k) and yields a new posterior distri-
bution modeling the reconstructed source field, [q|p:k].
Following the model update, the “design optimization” is nothing else
than the search for the next optimal experiment. It relies on the expected
utility criterion of Section 2.2.2, modified to reflect the sequential nature of
the present approach. As such, the next position is sought as,
dk+1 = argmax
d ∈ Rnd
E{Ck+1} [DKL ([q|p:k+1,d] ‖ [q|p:k,d])] , (15)
with the condition: Ck+1 = pk+1|p:k = p̃:k,d. Although Eq. (15) is a
little more complex than Eq. (14), the interpretation remains the same:
if the KL divergence is close to zero for a candidate position d, then the
measurements that will be acquired at this position will not contribute to a
meaningful update of the source model.
3.2. Search criterion
One can derive a closed-form expression for the search criterion (15).
This section only outlines the main results, while the full development is
provided in Appendix A. First, recall the KL divergence expression:
DKL ([q|p:k+1,d] ‖ [q|p:k,d]) =
∫
Θ
[q|p:k+1,d] ln
(
[q|p:k+1,d]
[q|p:k,d]
)
dq . (16)
Owing to Bayes rule, Eq. (16) is reformulated in terms of the evidence.
Then, the associated expected utility reads:
U(d) = E{Ck+1} [DKL ([q|p:k+1,d] ‖ [q|p:k,d])] ,
U(d) = −E{Ck+1} [H (pk+1|q,d)] + H (pk+1|p:k = p̃:k,d) , (17)
where H(.) denotes the entropy function of a random variable. Given the
distributions studied, the entropy terms of Eq. (17) can be further simplified,
which results in the following expression of the expected utility,
U(d) ∝ log (det Σk+1(d)) , (18)
where Σk+1(d) is the covariance matrix of pk+1|p:k = p̃:k,d and ∝ is the
proportionality symbol. Thus, finding the next position only amounts to
evaluate the determinant of a covariance matrix over the space of candidate
positions,
d
(1)
k+1 = argmax
d ∈ Rnd
log (det Σk+1(d)) . (19)
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Algorithm 1 Sequential approach for the positioning of microphone arrays
1: choose d0
2: get measurements p̃0
3: “model updating” step : [q|p0,d]
4: set: k ← 1, stop← false
5: while !stop do
6: “design optimization” step: dk
7: get measurements : p̃k
8: “model updating” step: [q|p:k,d]
9: k ← k + 1
10: end while
The detailed expression of Σk+1(d) is provided in Appendix A. Equation (19)
is a classical result of the BED literature. Only, in the present context, it
is lacking as reading through the expression of Σk+1(d) shows that the next
optimal position does not explicitly depend on the measurements p̃:k.
A possible alternative is to incorporate the cross spectral matrix of the
reconstructed source field, Σ̂(k)q . The details are also provided in Appendix
A. In this case, the next position is expressed as,
d
(2)
k+1 = argmax
d ∈ Rnd
log
(
det Σ̂k+1(d)
)
, (20)
where Σ̂k+1 is a function of d and also depends on the cross spectral matrix
Σ̂
(k)
q . In the present paper, the search criterion considered is a weighted
combination of the latter two criteria (19), (20),
d?k+1 = argmax
d ∈ Rnd
w log (det Σk+1(d)) + (1− w) log
(
det Σ̂k+1(d)
)
. (21)
The proposed criterion offers a balance between a first term that serves
as a space-filling search criterion and a second one that seeks the space
regions where the source directivity is maximal. This interpretation will be
illustrated in Section 4. The weight w can be used to give more importance
to either one of the two terms. In the following, w = 1/2 such that each
term is equally important.
3.3. Algorithm
Algorithm 1 summarizes the main steps of the proposed sequential pro-
cedure. The two main points that have yet to be discussed are: the starting
position d0 and the stopping criterion, stop in Algorithm 1.
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The starting position can be selected by expertise or, if necessary, ran-
domly. Better yet, if a former batch of measurements is available and the
corresponding position of the array is known, one can directly jump to Step
3 of Algorithm 1. The impact of choosing the starting position at random
should not be underestimated as it will be illustrated in Section 4.
The stopping criterion will probably be dictated given the nature of the
application. In industrial applications, it is safe to assume that the number
of iterations is budgeted. As such, the stopping criterion equals a maximum
number of iterations. If there is no budget constraints, one could look at the
KL divergence between the estimated source field at the current iteration
k and at the previous iteration k − 1. In the case of two complex normal
distributions CN (µ0,Σ0) and CN (µ1,Σ1), the KL divergence reads:
DKL = −N + tr
(
Σ−11 Σ0
)
+ ln
(
det Σ1
det Σ0
)
+ (µ1 − µ0)HΣ−11 (µ1 − µ0) , (22)
where N is the dimension of each distribution. By plugging CN
(
µ̂
(k)
q , Σ̂
(k)
q
)
and CN
(
µ̂
(k−1)
q , Σ̂
(k−1)
q
)
in place of CN (µ0,Σ0) and CN (µ1,Σ1), one can
check if the KL divergence is lower than a specified threshold and decide
whether to stop the algorithm or carry on.
3.4. Multi-frequency case
So far, the proposed sequential approched has been formulated for a fixed
frequency, f . In a real setting however, the experiment cannot be conducted
one frequency at a time. The sequential formulation introduced in Section
3.1 as well as its search criterion need to be adapted to deal with multiple
frequencies at once. The new aim becomes to find optimal positions of
microphone arrays for a set of frequencies.
Figure 3 illustrates the mechanism of the multi-frequency case. The
principle is to conduct the original sequential approach for each frequency
in the set. Then, by making use of the KL divergence additive property, a
single search criterion is built that combines the information extracted from
each frequency in the set.
As a result, the search criterion of the sequential approach for the multi-
frequency case reads:
U(d) =
F∑
`=1
Uf`(d) , (23)
where Uf`(d) denotes the expected utility for the `-th frequency in the set.
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Figure 3: Scheme of the adapted sequential approach at the k-th iteration for the frequency
set {f0, f1, . . . , fF }.
4. Application: directive source
4.1. Context and apparatus
This section illustrates the sequential approach of Section 3 for a highly
directive source. One seeks to reconstruct the source directivity with 9 mi-
crophone array measurements. The successive positioning for the array are
chosen among 900 positions around the source. The results are compared
with a situation where the 9 successive positionings are set manually or ran-
domly.
4.1.1. Directive source synthesis
A directive source is synthesized with a fifty point-sources spherical array.
The nodes follow a Lebedev quadrature [20]. The spherical array is of radius
rs = 0.05 m. To compute the point-sources debits q, a spherical harmonics
expansion is used. Details are provided in Appendix B. The source main
lobe has a steering angle of (θ0 = 45◦, φ0 = 0◦) (the φ angle is taken from
the equatorial plane). Its directivity pattern is shown in Fig. 5. (a) in solid
line.
4.1.2. Microphone array configuration
To map sequentially the sound pressure field radiated by the directive
source, a circular microphone array with 36 microphones is used. It consists
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of 3 concentric rings of microphones, equally spaced along the azimuth angle,
as shown in Fig. 4(a).
4.1.3. Signal to noise ratio
The microphone pressure signals p are simulated using Eq. (1), where
the computation of the source debits strengths q are detailed in Appendix
B and the noise vector is simulated with,
ni = 10
−SNR/20 |Ai| eBi
√
‖p0‖22
M
, i = 1, . . . ,M , (24)
where Ai and Bi are two independent random variables following respectively
a standard normal distribution and a uniform distribution on [0, 2π] and the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is set equal to 10.
4.1.4. Reconstruction surface
The debit strengths q are estimated on a spherical surface of radius
rs = 0.05 m, sampled with 400 nodes following a Fliege grid [21]. It is
represented in Fig. 4-(b). Note that the reconstruction surface has the same
radius as the spherical point-sources array, but does not contain the exact
location of the point-sources.
4.1.5. Search space for iterative positioning
The search space for the microphone array positioning, represented in
Fig. 4-(c), is a spherical surface sampled with 900 nodes following a Fliege
grid [21]. In the reported case, one chooses to constraint the microphone
array orientation such that the plane containing the microphones (defined
with vector u and v in Fig. 1) is tangent to the 900-node spherical surface.
Therefore, the microphone array positioning d is entirely defined by the
spherical coordinates (ra = 0.5 m, θ, φ).
Finally, at each iteration, 900 candidate positions d are considered, and
the one maximizing the expected utility U(d) of Eq. (19) is retained. The
initial positioning, d0 is chosen randomly among the 900 possible position.
In the reported case, its values are d0 = (r = 0.5 m, θ = 0.732 rad, φ =
0.339 rad).
4.1.6. Reconstruction quality evaluation
To gauge the quality of the reconstruction, the estimated source field
is propagated towards the aformentioned search space. Then, a normalized
13
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Figure 4: Scheme of the numerical setting: (a) Microphone array represented in the
coordinate system (d0, u0, v0, w0) of Fig. 1. (b) spherical surface of the studied source
discretized into 400 points (small dots) and positions of the 50 loudspeakers (big dots).
(c) Array of 900 points modeling the search space, source and reconstruction points in the
middle, and microphone array placed at initial position d0.
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mean square error between the theoretical pressures and the reconstructed
ones is evaluated (in percent):
MSE(%) = 100× ‖pt − p̂‖2‖pt‖2
, (25)
where ‖.‖2 denotes the Euclidean norm, pt and p̂ denote respectively the
theoretical and reconstructed pressures on the 900-nodes array.
4.2. Results for a single frequency
Figure 5 gathers the results of the sequential approach at frequency
f = 2000 Hz after the 9 iterations. Figure 5-(a) shows a polar plot in
the horizontal plane (φ = 0) of both the theoretical (straight line) and the
estimated (dashed line) normalized acoustic pressure directivities (in dB) at
0.5 m. It can be observed that the reconstructed directivity captures well the
main lobe with some discrepancies in the side lobes that can be considered
negligible given the respective dB levels.
Figure 5-(b) shows the evolution of the MSE, on a logarithmic scale, along
the iterations. The MSE almost continuously decreases at an exponential
rate. At the 9th iteration, the MSE is lower than 8% (≈ −10 dB).
Figures 5-(c,d) show respectively the theoretical and reconstructed acous-
tic sound pressure level (dB ref 1), in the horizontal plane (φ = 0). The
reconstructed pressure captures well the true directivity of the source in the
direction θ = π/4.
4.2.1. Interpretation of the search criterion
In Section 3.2, it has been said that the search criterion is composed of
two terms: a first one allowing the exploration of the space of candidate
positions for the microphone array, and a second one focusing on the main
lobes of the source directivity. This interpretation is illustrated in Fig. 6
that displays the positions obtained by each of the 9 iterations, for each of
the three criteria: d(1)k+1 (Eq. (19)), d
(2)
k+1 (Eq. (20)) and d
?
k+1 (Eq. (21)).
The contour lines represent the directivity of the source on the search space,
that is the array of 900 microphones displayed in Fig 3-(b).
One can observe that the positions d(2)k+1 are clustered in and around the
region where the main lobes are found. On the other hand, the positions
d
(1)
k+1 are evenly spread in the search space. The positions d
?
k+1 are balanced,
some being located near the directivity peak, others allowing the exploration
of the rest of the search space.
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Figure 5: Simulation results at f = 2000 Hz: (a) polar plot in the horizontal plane
(φ = 0) of both the normalized theoretical acoustic pressure directivity (straight line) and
the normalized reconstructed acoustic pressure directivity (dashed line) at ra = 0.5 m.
(b) Evolution of the MSE (in logarithmic scale) over the 10 iterations. (c) theoretical and
(d) reconstructed acoustic pressure level, in dB ref 1, in the horizontal plane (φ = 0).
4.2.2. Impact of the starting position
The starting position d0 can have a non-negligible impact on the speed
of the algorithm if chosen at random. To illustrate this point, 100 runs of
9 iterations are performed while randomly selecting the starting position of
each run. Then, the MSE of Eq. (25) is evaluated for each run.
Figure 7 presents the curves, in logarithmic scale, of the MSE obtained
for the 100 runs as well as the original curve (dashed line) displayed in Fig.
4-(b). One can observe significant discrepancies between the curves in the
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Figure 6: Plot of the positions obtained by each of the 9 iterations for the following three
criteria: d(1)k+1 (black dots), d
(2)
k+1 (black squares) and d
?
k+1 (black triangles). The contour
lines represent the sound pressure level in dB ref 1.
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Figure 7: Curves (in logarithmic scale) of the MSE for 100 runs of 9 iterations where the
starting position is selected at random. The gray curves correspond to the MSE evaluated
for the runs and the dashed curve represents the MSE of the sequential approach.
first iterations, which rapidly shrink after the 6th-7th iterations. As such,
one should pay attention to the starting position if the number of iterations
is a concern.
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Figure 8: Histogram of the MSE sample obtained from 1000 runs of the “blindfolded”
approach. The black histogram represents the 100 MSE final values (with random ini-
tialization) of Fig. 7. The black vertical dashed line represents the MSE value (12.43 %)
obtained with the deterministic approach.
4.2.3. Comparison with a blindfolded approach
To conclude this section, a comparison between the proposed sequen-
tial procedure and a “blindfolded” approach is performed. Here, the term
“blindfolded” refers to an approach ignoring the procedure introduced in
Section 3, where instead the 9 positions of the microphone array are selected
all-together, the measurements are acquired in one shot and the Bayesian
focusing procedure (see Section 2.1) is applied a single time to estimate the
source field.
The most classical “blindfolded” approach consists in randomly selecting
the 9 positions of the microphone array. 1000 runs of this random approach
are performed and the MSE (Eq. (25)) is used to assess the quality of
the source field reconstruction for each run. Additionally, a deterministic
approach is considered, where the 9 positions are given by a Fliege spherical
array [21].
Figure 8 presents a histogram of the MSE sample obtained from the 1000
runs. Additionally, the 100 MSE final values (with random initialization) of
Fig. 7, are represented by a black histogram. The MSE value obtained with
the deterministic approach is highlighted by a black vertical dashed line. It is
clearly shown that the proposed sequential approach performs better than a
classical one based on a random selection of the positions of the microphone
array and close to the deterministic approach. Note that the latter happens
to perform particularly well in this case since one of the nine positions is
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Steering angle coordinates
frequency (Hz) θ (radian) φ (radian)
500 π/2 π/4
1000 7π/20 3π/20
1500 π/5 π/20
2000 π/20 −π/20
2500 −7π/10 −3π/20
3000 −π/4 −π/4
Table 1: Coordinates of the steering angle of the source main lobe for each frequency in
the set Bf = {500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000}.
located at the center of the source main lobe.
4.3. Results for a frequency set
This section illustrates the sequential approach with multiple frequencies
at once, for the same source model introduced in Section 4.1. The aim is
still to reconstruct accurately the directivity of the source at r = 0.5 m. The
frequency set considered is Bf = {500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000}. The di-
rectivity of the source varies with the frequency. Table 1 lists the coordinates
of the steering angle of the source main lobe per frequency studied.
The numerical setting is the same as the one described in Section 4.2 and
illustrated in Fig. 3. Once again, the normalized MSE of Eq. (25) is used to
assess the quality of the source estimation. The only difference is that one
MSE curve is obtained per frequency, MSEf , f ∈ Bf .
A fixed number of 9 iterations is chosen and the microphone array used
to acquire the measurement at each iteration is the same circular array of 36
microphones. The simulation parameters are the same as in 4.2 except the
search criterion which is now the one introduced in Section 3.4.
The results of the sequential approach are displayed in Figs. 9 - 10. Fig-
ure 9 shows, on a logarithmic scale, the curves of the MSE for each frequency
in the set Bf while Fig. 10 represents the theoretical and reconstructed 3D-
directivities at 1000, 2000 and 3000 Hz. These two figures highlight a good
performance of the proposed approach. At the ninth iteration, values of the
MSE range from 5.6% to 11.0%. Figure 10 shows that the reconstructed
directivity matches well the theoretical one in the 3D-region containing the
source main lobe.
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Figure 9: Curves (in logarithmic scale) of the MSE for each frequency in the set Bf .
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 10: Theoretical sound pressure level, in dB ref 1, at ra = 0.5 m and at frequencies
a) 1000 Hz, b) 2000 Hz, c) 3000 Hz. Reconstructed sound pressure level, in dB ref 1,
at ra = 0.5 m and at frequencies d) 1000 Hz, e) 2000 Hz, f) 3000 Hz with the proposed
sequential approach.
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5. Conclusion
An efficient approach has been proposed in this paper to sequentially
select optimal positions of microphone arrays. The Bayesian roots of the
approach has made possible to formulate the search criterion as a closed-
form expression derived from the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the
prior and posterior distributions. Two versions of the approach have been
presented, one for a single frequency case, and the other one encompasses
configurations where measurements are acquired over a frequency band.
Through the study of a source synthesized with a fifty-nodes spherical
array, the proposed approach has been shown to perform particularly well on
both the single and multiple frequencies cases. An illustration of the search
criterion mechanism has been given, displaying the balance it offers between
an exploration of the search space, i.e. the space of the candidate positions,
and a focus on the regions where lie the main lobes of the source directivity.
In addition, the proposed approach has been compared against “blind-
folded” alternatives were positions of the microphone array are randomly
selected and an ideal deterministic approach where the positions are given
as the integration nodes of Fliege and Maier, with one node coinciding with
the source main lobe. Results of the comparison highlighted the performance
of the proposed approach, showing that it performs much better than ran-
dom alternatives and, depending on the starting position, equally well as the
deterministic approach.
Two remaining features have yet to be discussed. First, the design op-
timization step has been carried out by simply choosing the best candidate
after discretization of the search space. Nevertheless, it is important to note
that the approach itself is completely autonomous from the choice of the
optimization algorithm. One could consider alternatives, for instance meta-
model techniques to fit a response surface.
Secondly, the choice of the set for the multi-frequency case must be
taken with care as the algorithm is expected to be limited by the spatial
aliasing of the antenna. A situation prone to errors would be one where a
frequency selected outside the microphone array bandwidth would drive the
search criterion. One suggestion to circumvent this issue is to apply a set of
frequency-dependent weights to the search criterion to lessen the impact of
the frequency band limits.
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Appendix A. Search criterion
This section develops the theoretical background to obtain the closed-
form expression, given in Eq. (19), of the search criterion. Owing to Bayes
rule,
[q|p:k+1,d] = [q|pk+1,p:k,d] =
[pk+1|q,d] [q|p:k,d]
[pk+1|p:k,d]
. (A.1)
The KL divergence of Eq. (16), hereafter abbreviated by DKL, is reformu-
lated as follows:
DKL =
∫
Θ
[pk+1|q,d] [q|p:k,d]
[pk+1|p:k,d]
ln
(
[pk+1|q,d]
[pk+1|p:k,d]
)
dq . (A.2)
Then, the associated expected utility reads:
U(d) = E{pk+1|p:k=p̃:k,d} [DKL] ,
U(d) =
∫
Θ
[q|p:k = p̃:k,d]
(∫
P
[pk+1|q,d] ln ([pk+1|q,d]) dpk+1
)
dq
−
∫
P
[pk+1|p:k = p̃:k,d] ln ([pk+1|p:k = p̃:k,d]) dpk+1 ,
U(d) = −
∫
Θ
[q|p:k = p̃:k,d]H(pk+1|q,d)dq + H(pk+1|p:k = p̃:k,d) ,
U(d) = −E{q|p:k=p̃:k,d} [H(pk+1|q,d)] + H(pk+1|p:k = p̃:k,d) . (A.3)
where H(.) denotes the entropy function of a random variable. It suffices
to remark that the entropy term H(pk+1|q,d) is independent from q and d,
that is the first term is a constant c. Then, given that pk+1|p:k,d follows a
complex normal distribution,
[pk+1|p:k = p̃:k,d] = CN (µk(d),Σk+1(d)) , (A.4)
the second term is proportional to:
H(pk+1|p:k,d) ∝ log (det Σk+1(d)) , (A.5)
which is the result of Eq. (18).
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The expression of Σk+1(d) is obtained from the two equations,
p:k = G:k(d)q + n:k , pk+1 = Gk+1(d)q + nk+1 . (A.6)
The associated distributions are: [q] = CN (0,Σ(k)q ), [n:k] = CN (0, β2In:k),
[nk+1] = CN (0, β2Ink+1) , with
Σ
(k)
q =
(
α−2
(
Σ
(k−1)
q
)−1
+ β−2GH:k−1G:k−1
)−1
. (A.7)
It follows from this that,
Σk+1(d)) = Σ1,1 − Σ1,2Σ−12,2ΣH1,2 , (A.8)
where: 
Σ1,1 = α
2Gk+1(d)Σ
(k)
q G
H
k+1(d) + β
2Ink+1 ,
Σ1,2 = α
2Gk+1(d)Σ
(k)
q G
H
:k(d) ,
Σ2,2 = α
2G:k(d)Σ
(k)
q G
H
:k(d) + β
2In:k .
(A.9)
Then, the expression of Σ̂k+1(d) in Eq. (20) is simply obtained by sub-
stituting the cross spectral matrix of the reconstructed source field, Σ̂(k)q , for
Σ
(k)
q in Eq. (A.8).
Appendix B. Directive source with spherical harmonics
For the exterior problem where the acoustic sources are inside a sphere
of radius rs, the Helmholtz equation has its solution in spherical coordinate
system given by [22]:
p(r, θ, φ) =
∞∑
l=0
h
(2)
l (kr)
l∑
m=−l
ClmYlm(θ, φ). (B.1)
In Eq. (B.1), Ylm are the 4-π normalized real spherical harmonics of degree
l and order m, h(2)l are the spherical Hankel functions of second kind, k =
2πf/c is the wave number with f the frequency and c the sound speed. The
spherical harmonics coefficients of the sound pressure field are denoted Clm.
As well, the free-field Green function is expressed as [22]:
e−ik|r−rs|
4π|r− rs|
=
−ik
4π
∞∑
l=0
h
(2)
l (kr)jl(krs)
l∑
n=−l
Ylm(θs, φs)Ymn(θ, φ), (B.2)
where r = (r, θ, φ), is the measurement point location, rs = (rs, θs, φs) is the
source point location, r > rs, and jl are the spherical Bessel functions.
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Appendix B.1. Continuous point-sources spherical distribution
Let’s consider a continuous distribution of point-sources on an open
sphere of radius rs, centered at origin. The radiated pressure at r is given
by:
p̂(k, r, θ, φ) =
1
4π
2π∫
θs=0
π
2∫
φs=−π2
q(rs, θs, φs)
e−ik|r−rs|
4π|r− rs|
cos(φs)dφsdθs, (B.3)
where p̂(k, r, θ, φ) is the radiated pressure, q(θs, φs) is the strength density
at point rs = (rs, θs, φs). By inserting Eq. (B.2) in Eq. (B.3) and using the
spherical harmonics orthonormality property, one can demonstrate that [22]:
q(rs, θs, φs) =
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
4πClmYlm(θs, φs)
−ikjl(krs)
(B.4)
Note that in this case, some frequencies are forbidden corresponding to the
zeros values of function jl(krs).
Appendix B.2. Directional Dirac
A directional Dirac delta is expressed as:
δ(θ − θ0, φ− φ0) =
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
Ylm(θ, φ)Ylm(θ0, φ0) (B.5)
This function is zero everywhere except at the steering angle (θ0, φ0). One
seeks to reproduce this directivity at radius ra. The radial propagation has
to be compensated in Eq. (B.1), for the pressure at radius ra to be equal
at Eq. (B.5). Therefore, one chooses the coefficients Clm in Eq. (B.1) such
that:
Clm =
Ylm(θ0, φ0)
h
(2)
l (kra)
(B.6)
Recalling Eq. (B.4) one has:
q(rs, θs, φs) =
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
4πYlm(θ0, φ0)Ylm(θs, φs)
−ikjm(krs)h(2)m (kra)
(B.7)
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This equation is further simplified using the addition theorem for spherical
harmonics [23]:
q(rs, θs, φs) =
∞∑
l=0
4π(2l + 1)Pl(cos(Θ))
−ikjl(krq)h(2)m (kra)
, (B.8)
where Pl is the Legendre polynomial of degree l and Θ is the angle between
a point source on the spherical surface and the steering angle (θ0, φ0). One
has:
cos(Θ) =
rs
rs
· r0
ra
, (B.9)
with r0 = (ra, θ0, φ0).
Appendix B.3. Max-rE weighting
The directional Dirac source of Eq. (B.6) presents side lobes when the
spherical harmonic decomposition is truncated up to maximum degree L.
By weighting each component of the decomposition in Eq. (B.6), the side
lobes can be attenuated sufficiently at the cost of a main-lobe widening with
max-rE weights [24]. To derive them for a maximum degree L, the first step
is to find the highest root of Legendre polynomial PL+1, denoted rE :
PL+1(rE) = 0. (B.10)
Then, the weights for each degree l are given by:
αl = Pl(rE) l = 0, · · · , L. (B.11)
Finally, the source strengths of Eq. (B.8) are changed to:
q(rs, θs, φs) =
∞∑
l=0
αl4π(2l + 1)Pl(cos(Θ))
−ikjl(krs)h(2)l (kra)
. (B.12)
Appendix B.4. Discretization with a Lebedev grid
Lebedev provides nodes location and weights for the integration of spher-
ical harmonics decompositions at various degree [20]. For instance, with
L = 50 nodes, one can integrate exactly a product of spherical harmonics up
to degree L = 5 [25]. Following this approach, the point sources distribution
is now discrete. The q-th point-source coordinate is given by (rs, θq, φq).
Recalling Eq. (B.12), its strength is given by:
q(rs, θq, φq) =
5∑
l=0
wqαl4π(2l + 1)Pl(cos(Θ))
−ikjl(krq)h(2)l (kra)
q = 1, · · · , 50, (B.13)
where wq is the q-th node weight, given in [20, 25].
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